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Abstract— Power dissipation is a challenging problem for 

today’s system-on-chip design and test. This paper presents 

a novel architecture which generates the test patterns with 

reduced switching activities; it has the advantage of low test 

power and low hardware overhead. The proposed LP-TPG 

(test pattern generator) structure consists of modified low 

power linear feedback shift register (LP-LFSR), m-bit 

counter, gray counter, NOR-gate structure and XOR-array. 

The seed generated from LP-LFSR is EXCLUSIVE-OR ed 

with the data generated from gray code generator. The XOR 

result of the sequence is single input changing (SIC) 

sequence, in turn reduces the switching activity and so 

power dissipation will be very less. The proposed 

architecture is simulated using Modelsim and synthesized 

using Xilinx ISE9.2.The Xilinx chip scope tool will be used 

to test the logic running on FPGA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The main challenging areas in VLSI are performance, cost, 

testing, area, reliability and power. The demand for portable 

computing devices and communication system are 

increasing rapidly. These applications require low power 

dissipation for VLSI circuits [1].  The  ability  to  design,  

fabricate  and  test Application  Specific  Integrated  Circuits  

(ASICs)  as well as FPGAs with gate count of the order of a 

few tens of millions has led to the development of  complex 

embedded  SOC. Hardware  components  in a SOC  may  

include  one or more processors, memories and dedicated 

components for accelerating critical tasks and interfaces to 

various peripherals. One of the approaches for SOC design 

is the platform based approach. For example, the platform 

FPGAs such as Xilinx Virtex II Pro and Altera Excalibur 

include custom designed fixed programmable processor 

cores together with millions of gates of reconfigurable logic 

devices. 

In general, the power dissipation of a system in 

test mode is more than in normal mode [2]. Four reasons 

are blamed for power increase during test [3]. 

 High switching activity due to nature of test 

patterns    

 Parallel activation of internal cores during test 

 Power   consumed   by   extra    design-for-

test(DFT) circuitry 

 Low correlation among test vectors  

This extra average and peak power consumption 

can create problems such as instantaneous power surge that 

cause circuit damage,  formation  of  hot  spots,  difficulty  

in  performance verification,  and  reduction   of  the  

product  field  and  life time[4]. Thus special care must be 

taken to ensure that the power   rating    of    circuits   is   not 

exceeded during test application. Different types of 

techniques are presented in the literature to control the 

power consumption. These mainly includes algorithms for 

test scheduling with minimum power, techniques to reduce 

average and  peak power, techniques for reducing  power  

during  scan  testing  and  BIST(built-in-self-test)technique. 

So here, since off-chip communication between the FPGA 

and a processor is bound to be slower than on- chip 

communication, in order to minimize the power required 

and switching activity, the low power test pattern generator 

approach is proposed in this case. 

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Different techniques are available to reduce the switching 

activities of test pattern, which reduce the power in test 

mode. For linear feedback shift register (LFSR), Giard 

proposed a modified clock scheme in which only half of the 

D flip-flops works, thus only half of the test pattern can be 

switched [7]. S.K. Guptha proposed a BIST TPG for low 

switching activity in which there is d-times clock frequency 

between slow LFSR and normal LFSR and thus test pattern 

generated by original LFSR is rearranged to reduce the 

switch frequency. LT-TPG is proposed to reduce the 

average and peak power of a circuit during test [4]. The 

above said techniques can reduce the average power 

compared to traditional linear feedback shift register 

(LFSR). 

  A better low power can be achieved by using 

single input change pattern generators. It is proposed that 

the combination of LFSR and scan shift register is used to 

generate random single input change sequences [9  &  10]. 

In [10 &11], it is proposed that (2m-1) single input change 

test vectors can be inserted between two adjustment vectors 

generated by LFSR, m is length of LFSR. In [5], it is 

proposed that 2m single input changing data is inserted 

between two neighboring seeds. The average and peak 

power are reduced by using the above techniques. Still, the 

switching activities will be large when clock frequency is 

high. 

III. ANALYSIS OF POWER FOR TESTING 

In   CMOS   technology,   the   power   dissipation   can   be 

classified into static and dynamic. Static power dissipation is 

mainly due to the leakage current. Dynamic power 

dissipation is due to switching transient current and charging   

and discharging of load capacitances. Some significant 

parameters for evaluating the power consumption of CMOS 

circuits are discussed below.  

Ei =  
1

2
  Vdd 

2 
𝐶0 𝐹𝑖 𝑆𝑖 (1) 

  Where   Vdd    is   the   supply   voltage,   C0   is   

the   load capacitance. The product of Fi and Si is called 

weighted switching activity of internal circuit node i. 

The average power consumption of internal circuit 

node i can be given by, 

Pi = 
1

2
  Vdd

2
 𝐶0 𝐹𝑖 𝑆𝑖 f        (2)   
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f is the clock frequency .The summary of  Pi of all 

the nodes is named  as  average  power  consumption.  It  

can  be  observed from  (1)  and  (2)  that  the  energy  and  

power  consumption mainly depends on the  switching 

activities, clock frequency and supply voltage. This paper 

reduces the switching activity at the inputs of the circuit 

under test (CUT) as low as possible. 

IV. DESIGN OF MULTIPLIER 

Multipliers are widely used in DSP operations such as 

convolution for filtering, correlation and filter banks for 

multi rate signal processing. Without multipliers, no 

computations can be done in DSP applications. For that 

reason, multipliers are chosen for testing in our proposed 

design.4x4 and 8x8 multipliers are used here.  

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

Because   of   simplicity   of   the   circuit   and   less    area 

occupation, linear feedback shift register [LFSR] is used at 

the maximum for generating test patterns. In  this paper, we 

proposed a novel architecture which generates the test 

patterns with reduced switching activities. LP-TPG structure 

consists of modified low power linear feedback shift register 

(LP- LFSR), m-bit counter; gray counter, NOR-gate 

structure   and XOR-array. 

The m-bit counter is initialized with Zeros and 

which generates 2m   test patterns in sequence. The m-bit 

counter and gray code generator are controlled by common 

clock signal [CLK]. The output of m-bit counter is applied 

as input to gray code generator and NOR-gat structure. 

When all the bits of counter output are Zero, the NOR-gate 

output is one. Only when the NOR-gate output is one, the 

clock signal is applied to activate the LP-LFSR which 

generates the next seed. The seed generated from LP-LFSR 

is Exclusive–ORed with the data   generated   from   gray   

code generator. The patterns generated from the Exclusive–

OR array are the final output patterns. 

 
Fig. 1: Low Power Test Pattern Generator 

VI. ALGORITHM FOR LP-LFSR 

The algorithm for LP-LFSR is given below: 

Consider a N-bit external (or) internal linear feedback shift 

register [n>2].For example n-bit, external LFSR is taken, 

which consists of n-flip flops in series. A common clock 

signal is applied as control signals for all flip flops. For 

exchanging the output of adjacent flip flops, multiplexers 

are used. The output of the last stage flip flop is taken as a 

select line. If the last stage flip flop output is one, any one of 

the flip flop output is swapped with its adjacent flip flop 

output value. If the last stage flip flop output is zero, no 

swapping will be carried out. The output from other flip flop 

is taken as such. If the LFSR is moved through a complete 

cycle of 2𝑛 states then the transitions expected are 

2𝑛−1.When the output of the adjacent flip flops are 

swapped, the expected transitions are2𝑛−2. Thus the 

transitions produced are reduced by 50℅ compared with 

original LFSR. The transition reduction is concentrated 

mainly on any one of the multiplexer output. Gray converter 

modifies the counter output such that two successive values 

of its output are differing in only one bit. Gray converter can 

be implemented as shown below.                

             g[n-1]= k [n-1] 
 
             g[n-2]= k [n-1] XOR k[n-2] 
 

. 
 

. 
 
             g[2]= k [2] XOR k[3] 

             g[1]= k[1]  XOR k[2] 

             g[0]= k[0] XOR  k[1] 

In [12] it is stated that the conventional LFSR’s 

outputs cannot be taken as the seed directly, because some 

seeds may share the same vectors. Thus the LP-LFSR 

should ensure that any two of the signal input  changing 

sequences do not share the same  vectors  or  share  as  

few  vectors  as  possible.  Test patterns generated from the 

proposed structure are implemented as following 

equations. 

     x[0] = f[0] XOR g[0] 

     x[1] = f[1] XOR g[1] 

     x[2] = f[2] XOR g[2] 

     x[3] = f[3] XOR g[3] 

     x[4] = f[4] XOR g[4] 

     x[5] = f[5] XOR g[5] 

                         

                         •      

                         • 

     x[n-1]=f[n-1] XOR g[n-1] 

Thus  the  XOR  result  of  the  sequences  is  

single  input changing sequence. In turn reduces the 

switching activity and so power dissipation is very less 

compared with conventional LFSR. Fig. 1 is an example 

of counter and its respective gray value. It is shown that 

all values of g[2:0] are single input changing patterns. 

Patterns: 

K [2:0]           g [2:0] 

K0= 000         g0= 000 

K1= 001         g1= 001 

K2= 010         g2= 011 

K3= 011         g3= 010 

K4= 100         g4= 110 

K5= 101         g5= 111 

K6= 110         g6= 101 

K7= 111         g7= 100 
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VII. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed architecture is simulated using Modelsim and 

synthesized using Xilinx ISE 9.2.The XOR gate output will 

be connected to 4x4 and 8x8 multipliers and corresponding 

results are obtained. The chip scope results are given below. 

 

4-bit multiplier chip scope results 

 
8-bit multiplier 

 
4-bit multiplier 

       
Output Waveform 

VIII. CONCLUSION  

A modified low power test pattern generator has been 

proposed which consists of a modified low power linear 

feedback shift register(LP-LFSR), which effectively reduces 

the switching activities among the test patterns. Thus the 

proposed method significantly reduces the power 

consumption during the test mode with minimum number of 

switching activities using LP-LFSR in the place of 

conventional LFSR in the circuit used for test pattern 

generator. From the results it is verified that the proposed 

method gives better power reduction compared to the 

existing method.   
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